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QUESTION 1

In the eSpace UC solution, which of the following components support load-balance cluster deployment? (Multiple
Choice) 

A. U1900 series gateway 

B. eServer 

C. MAA 

D. Meeting MS 

E. AppAgent 

Correct Answer: BCD 

 

QUESTION 2

About the multimedia conference service, which of the following statements are CORRECT? (Multiple Choice) 

A. The voice conference resources are provided by the unified gateway. 

B. The conference control function is provided by the data conference server. 

C. In a peer-to-peer network, the conference access code for a data conference can be the same on each of the unified
gateway. 

D. When you schedule a conference, the number of participants can exceed the upper limit supported by the license of
the unified gateway. But the number of concurrent online users in conferences cannot exceed the license\\'s upper limit. 

Correct Answer: AB 

 

QUESTION 3

If users can only send instant messages but cannot make calls after logging in to the eSpace Desktop, the possible
cause is that (). 

A. The eSpace Desktop has not registered with the BMU. 

B. The eSpace Desktop has not registered with the eServer. 

C. The eSpace Desktop has not registered with the IP PBX. 

D. The eSpace Desktop has not registered with the console server. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 4
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In a multi-node centralized network, there is a central node with a U1981 deployed, and two branch nodes, one with a
U1911 and the other with a U1960. After a call from SIP user A under U1911 to POTS user B under U1960 is
connected, the path along which the RTP streams are transmitted is (). 

A. AU198K->U1960 

B. AU1960 

C. AB 

D. AU191K->U198K->U1960B 

E. AU1960B 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 5

What is the function of the SIP server in the eSpace Audio Recorder solution? 

A. Store the recording server parameter settings and recording data; 

B. Support number registration and call connection. 

C. Interact with the unified gateway and send messages for starting and stopping recording to the recording server. 

D. Centrally configure and maintain the recording server, and configures and manage recording server parameters. 

Correct Answer: C 
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